Healthcare Information Systems to Assess Influenza Outbreaks

An analysis of the 2009 H1N1 Epidemic in Buenos Aires
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Summary
Objective: To determine whether a private HIS could have detected the influenza epidemic outbreaks earlier through changes in morbidity and mortality patterns.
Methods: Data Source included a health information system (HIS) from an academic tertiary health care center integrating administrative and clinical applications. It used a local interface terminology server which provides support through data autocoding of clinical documentation. Specific data sub-sets were created to compare the burden of influenza during the epidemiological week (EW) 21 to 26 for years 2007 to 2009 among 150,000 Health Maintenance Organization members in Argentina. The threshold for identifying an epidemic was considered met when the weekly influenza-like illness (ILI) rate exceeded 200 per 100,000 visits. Case fatality rates and mortality rates of severe acute respiratory infection (SARI) from 2007 to 2009 were retrospectively compared. Case fatality rates and mortality rates for A/H1N1 influenza 2009 also were estimated.
Results: The HIS detected the outbreak in EW 23 while the government Ministry of Health (MoH) gave a national epidemic alert during EW 25. The number of visits for ILI increased more than fourfold when comparing 2009 to the period 2007-2008. The SARI mortality rate in 2009 was higher than in 2008 (RR 2.8; 95%CI 1.18-6.63) and similar to that of 2007 (RR 1.05; 95%CI 0.56-1.49). 2009 was the first year with mortalities younger than 65 years attributable to SARI. The estimated A/H1N1 case fatality rate for SARI was 6.2% (95%CI 2.5 to 15.5) and A/H1N1 mortality rate was 6 per 100,000 (95%CI 0 to 11.6).
Conclusion: Our HIS detected the outbreak two weeks before than the MoH gave a national alert. The information system was useful in assessing morbidity and mortality during the 2009 influenza epidemic H1N1 outbreak suggesting that with a private-public integration a more real-time outbreak and disease surveillance system could be implemented.
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Introduction

The surveillance of communicable diseases is important for early outbreak detection to allow prompt response from public health. In order to be effective, such reporting must be timely and accurate, since early detection can potentially help mitigate the mortality, morbidity and costs related to the disease [1].

For the timely detection of epidemic outbreaks, data for reporting early symptoms or changes in known disease patterns is useful. The use of health information systems that integrate information from both clinical and administrative data can play a key role towards this goal [2-4].

Different studies have shown improved timeliness and completeness with electronic reporting of infectious disease surveillance [5, 6]. Countries, like United States, the Netherlands, United Kingdom and Canada, have implemented public health surveillance systems based on a HIS [5, 7-13]. Their experiences have shown that electronic reports contain more complete information on variables common to both conventional and electronic reporting formats [5, 10, 13, 14].

Traditionally, in Argentina, local health departments monitor influenza via legally mandated reporting by physicians and laboratories. However in June 2009, when an outbreak of respiratory illness caused by a new strain of influenza A (H1N1) virus quickly spread throughout Buenos Aires and its surroundings, the national surveillance system fell behind in its obligation to provide timely and accurate alerts to the population.

Based on the clinical and administrative data available from the HIS at an academic tertiary center, we conducted a retrospective study to determine whether a private HIS could have detected the outbreak earlier through changes in morbidity and mortality patterns during the H1N1 epidemic in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Objective

To determine whether a private HIS could have detected the influenza epidemic outbreaks earlier through changes in morbidity and mortality patterns.

Methods

Design: time series study

The time period analyzed in this study spans epidemiological week (EW) 21 through 26 (May 24th to July 11th) in 2009, and for the same period in 2007 and 2008.

Setting

The study took place within the Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) of Hospital Italiano of Buenos Aires (HIBA). HIBA is a 750-bed tertiary center with high standards in quality of health care and an advanced information system. Its Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) is a health system that functions both as an insurance plan and as a provider of care with approximately 150,000 enrollees, mostly middle income class residents in the city of Buenos Aires and its surrounding suburbs. Primary care is provided in 23 community health centers in the city of Buenos Aires and surrounding areas. Patients who require hospitalization are admitted to the Hospital; laboratory tests are also centralized.

Surveillance system

The HMO is paperless with medical and administrative electronic records [15, 16]. The HMO electronic information system requires clinical entries of drug prescriptions, physical examinations and provides reports of laboratory results. The data entries are linked to a specific medical problem coded using the Spanish version of SNOMED CT [17-19]. As a medical problem, influenza like illnesses and pneumonia diagnoses are entered, reported and aggregated with a local thesaurus on a terminology server.

Case definitions, according to the Ministry of Health (MoH), were obtained with automated extraction of routinely generated coded data:

- **Influenza Like Illness (ILI):** Sudden onset of fever of >38 °C and cough or sore throat in the absence of other diagnoses.
• Severe acute respiratory illness (SARI): Meets ILI case definition AND shortness of breath or difficulty breathing AND requiring hospital admission [20].

• Suspected Case of Influenza H1N1: The MoH’s definition changed during the epidemic: in May, only ILI patients that had been in Mexico and the USA were considered possible cases. By June, ILI patients who had been in contact with a confirmed case were included, and by July, any person having flu-like symptoms was included. Suspected cases were required to be reported to the national authorities [21-23].

• Confirmed H1N1 patients: A real-time PCR test was used to confirm the diagnosis. Virological specimens derived from nasopharyngeal swabs were collected in suspected cases until Epidemiology Week (EW) 24. After that week, only SARI cases were swabbed [21-23].

Organizational changes adopted by our institution are explained elsewhere [25, 26].

Analysis

The analysis plan was based on the recommendation given by the World Health Organization (WHO) on July 16th, 2009 suggesting the assessment of the impact of the A/H1N1 pandemic on the health care system, trend of cases, intensity of A/H1N1 and the geographical spread.

Measurement

Impact on the health care system

The number of unscheduled medical visits for any cause and for ILI during the study period was described for 2007 to 2009. The relative increase in the number of visits between 2008 and 2009 was expressed as a percentage and 95% confidence intervals (95%CI) were calculated.

The rate of outpatient visits for ILI was described by EW (21 to 26) from 2007 to 2009. An epidemic was considered present when the rate of visits for ILI exceeded 200 per 100,000 per week [26, 27].

Trend of cases

The tendency of adult and pediatric visits was analyzed throughout time. The daily number of visits for ILI, in those both older and younger than 15 years old, was plotted to define the onset date of the epidemic in each age stratum.

The weekly ILI + pneumonia rate per 100,000 and the number of suspected cases reported according to the health national authority’s definition was shown by EW.

Intensity of disease

SARI rates and SARI mortality rates for the period under study were reported per 100,000 health plan members and their 95%CI for 2007, 2008 and 2009. Paired wise comparison were done using chi² test. The risk of death for SARI during 2009 was compared to 2008 and 2007 computing rate ratios and 95% CIs.

Case fatality rates for SARI per 100 with their 95%CI by age strata (under and over 65 years old) are given for 2009 and 2008 and compared using chi² test.

Finally, the mortality rate due to A/H1N1 among our health plan members for 2009 and the case fatality rate among confirmed A/H1N1 cases were also described.

The electronic medical records from deceased SARI patients during EW 21 to 26 for year 2009 were manually checked to validate the SARI definition and diagnosis, including the nasopharyngeal swab indication for the detection of respiratory viruses. All-cause mortality rates were calculated from the HMO mortality registry.

Geographical spread

Patients with ILI that visited the emergency department during EW 21 and the first ten positive A/H1N1 cases of the same week were georeferenced using the HIBA Geographic Information System (GIS) [24].

Results

A total population of 148,741 persons was affiliated with the HMO on May 31st 2009 with a mean age of 45 years (SD 25) and with 58% being female.
Impact on the health care system

From May 24th 2009 (EW 21) to July 11th 2009 (EW 26), a total of 19,095 persons (13%) sought care for at least one unscheduled medical visits for any cause: 48% (9,127 patients) asked for home visits, 55% (10,582) for unscheduled outpatient visits and 5.3% (1,020) for emergency visits.

Comparing the number of total unscheduled visits between June 2008 and June 2009, there were 4230 per 100,000 more unscheduled visits: 24,113 visits per 100,000 in 2008 vs. 28,343 visits per 100,000 in 2009; 17.5% (95%CI 17.06 to 18.02) more unscheduled visits for any cause in 2009 than 2008.

Thirty four percent (6566 patients) of the total of the patients that had sought care for any cause during EW 21 to 26 for year 2009 had done it due to ILI. The number of ILI visits increased more than fourfold comparing the same period for 2009 to 2007-2008 (Fig. 1).

Trend of cases

The outbreak started among children with a quick onset on June 5th. The adult onset was later, on June 12th, and broader than that of pediatric patients. (Fig. 1) The number of pediatric visits due to ILI on June 6th was 63 for year 2009 while the average number of visits in previous years on the same date was 1.33.

Weekly total ILI visit rates per 100,000 members increased from EW 21, reached epidemiological threshold on week 23, remained high until EW 26 and then started to drop below peak observed levels. However, the weekly number of suspected cases requiring national notification did not increase similarly to the increase observed in the ILI rates (Fig. 2).

One hundred and eight patients were A/H1N1 laboratory-confirmed: 100% of suspected cases in EW 21, 22 and 23 and lower than 50% of those suspected cases after that week.

Intensity of disease

The SARI rates during EW 21 to 26 were similar for 2007, 2008 and 2009: 84.5 (95%CI 70.4 to 111.5), 82.9 (95%CI 69.1 to 99.5) and 97.4 (95%CI 82.6 to 115) per 100,000 respectively. There were no statistically significant difference between SARI rates when comparing 2009 to 2008 (p = 0.297) and between 2009 and 2007 (p= 0.334) (Fig. 3).

The SARI mortality rate (13.4; 95%CI 8.67 to 20.84) during EW 21 to 26 for 2009, was higher when compared to 2008 (4.79; 95%CI 2.28 to 10.06) (RR 2.8; 95%CI 1.18 to 6.63; p = 0.031) and similar to that of 2007 (12.7; 95%CI 8.05 to 20.29) (RR 1.05; 95%CI 0.56 to 1.49; p = 0.969) (Fig. 3).

Comparable proportions of SARI cases that required ICU care were found in the three years (2009: 22%; 2008: 21% and 2007: 21%). However, the case fatality rate for SARI was 14% (95%CI 8.57 to 20.36) (20 cases) in 2009 compared to 6% (95%CI 2.35 to 11.55) in 2008 (p = 0.031). Case fatality rate was highest in 2009 in both age groups (younger and older than 65 years old) (Fig. 4).

Twenty nine laboratory-confirmed A/H1N1 patients were admitted to the Hospital, and five of them died in 2009. All five laboratories of confirmed enrollees who died had at least one co-morbidity (obesity/overweight, congestive heart failure, diabetes, asthma, hypertension, human immunodeficiency virus infection, chronic kidney disease and/or cancer).

Mortality among these laboratory-confirmed inpatient A/H1N1 cases was 17% (4/23) for adults and one out of six for pediatric cases. However, in a manual check of the electronic medical records of the 20 dead patients who had contracted SARI during the study period in 2009, only 10 had been swabbed. The ten non-swabbed mortalities met clinical criteria to had undergone swabbing; six of them were admitted before the national swab requirement for people that had not been in Mexico. Applying the Ministry of Health weekly reported percentage of A/H1N1 to our non-swabbed deceased patients, 4 of them could have been unregistered positive deceased A/H1N1 patients.

After adding confirmed and estimated unregistered positive dead A/H1N1 patients, the A/H1N1 case fatality rate for severe acute respiratory ill patient was estimated as 6.2% (95%CI 2.5 to 15.5). The A/H1N1 mortality rate between May 24th and July 11th among middle income Argentinian HMO members was estimated as 6 per 100,000 (95%CI 0 to 11.6).
Geographical spread

The distribution of people that sought care due to flu like symptoms during the earlier weeks (EW 21) was geographically plotted and had spread throughout the city of Buenos Aires by this time (Fig. 5).

Discussion

Main finding of this study

In 150,000 middle income Argentinian HMO members the A/H1N1 epidemic sharply spread over a 6 week period.

The HIBA’ HIS detected an epidemic increase in the ILI consultation rate two weeks before the MoH issued a national alert. The consultation rate surpassed during week 23 the epidemic threshold. The MoH policy of containment at that stage called for restricted swab testing only in those people who had been in contact with another confirmed case. However, the few nasopharyngeal swabs obtained from suspected cases at our hospital prior to EW 23 reflected a high H1N1 viral circulation.

When comparing this seasonal period to previous years the impact on the health care system was primarily in ambulatory care; there was a marginal increase in admissions.

Morbidity from respiratory diseases between May 24th and July 11th 2009 was similar to the same period in the previous year. Mortality from SARI was three fold higher for year 2009 compared to the 2008 period and similar to 2007, a year when Influenza A also reached an epidemic threshold. However, a new pattern of SARI mortalities was observed in 2009: no cases had been registered in enrollees under 65 years old in previous years while the case fatality rate for elderly was highest.

Rate comparisons to other national populations are not available as we were unable to find standardized SARI morbidity and mortality rates for the same period of time. However in Mexico during a four week period (March 24th to April 29th, 2009), a 5% case fatality rate for severe pneumonia was found while we experienced 14% (95%CI 8.57 to 20.36) during six weeks (from May 24th to July 11th, 2009) for severe acute respiratory diseases. The age specific case fatality rate for the Mexican population younger than 65 was 4.9% and for older 28%, compared to our rates of 6.2% (95%IC 2.53 to 14.64) and 23% (95%IC 14.12 to 38.87) respectively. Thus, this might reflect that the disease’s affect was constant across Buenos Aires and Mexico, the difference in the age distribution between the two populations might be what is driving the higher total rate in buenos Aires [28].

Our HIS can contribute to accomplish the World Health Organization recommendation for influenza surveillance in Argentina. In other countries weekly influenza reports were developed based on data collected routinely. In the US, information on patient visits to health care providers for influenza-like illness is collected through the U.S. Outpatient Influenza-like Illness Surveillance Network (ILINet). ILINet consists of more than 3,000 healthcare providers in all 50 states allowing for comparing weekly influenza rates. Also rapid tracking of influenza-associated deaths is done through vital statistics [27].

By other hand, the Real-time Outbreak and Disease Surveillance (RODS) system, also detected outbreaks but based on data collected routinely for other purposes than health. Examples of such data include absenteeism data, sales of over-the-counter health care products, etc [8].

A national integration of all kind of information systems could be one strategy to face a future epidemic.

What this study adds

New policies to address outbreaks are now feasible thanks to the development and integration of health information systems. This includes strengthening surveillance and integrating private and public health information systems, building up networks, and improving private-public communication.

Limitations of this study

The time period covered by this study was during the main epidemic wave but incompletely describes the winter season.
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We are not able to describe the impact in Buenos Aires city as a whole due to the dearth of low income enrollees in our HMO population.

In retrospect, our national surveillance system failed to provide us with expeditious, qualitative alerts. An indicator of such failure was the non-implementation of full-scale swab testing to patients with symptoms of SARI from the very start of the outbreak. Thus, we emphasize that public health surveillance systems should adopt new methods for detecting outbreaks of infectious disease that integrate data from the private healthcare system.

Conclusions

The health information system of a private academic hospital in Buenos Aires was useful in assessing the morbidity and mortality attributable to the 2009 flu epidemic H1N1 outbreak. This suggests that, with integration of public and private data sources, a more real-time outbreak and disease surveillance system could be implemented. The impact on the health care system was mainly in ambulatory care. SARI mortalities for 2009 were 3 fold higher than in 2008 and in a younger age strata.

Implications of results for practitioners

An early warning information system, using daily automated extraction of routinely generated coded data daily, should allow for planning increases of the ambulatory visit response in an efficient cost-effective manner. Such planning would include making additional human resources available, such as doctors, nurses and administrative staff, as well as ad hoc consulting rooms. This emerging information technology is useful for planning an efficient healthcare delivery.
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Fig. 1 Number of Influenza Like Illness visits to the Hospital Italiano’s HMO from year 2007 to the epidemiological week number 28 of year 2009.

Fig. 2 Outbreak alert defined by HIS weekly Influenza-like illness + Pneumonia rate vs. the number of suspected cases defined by the Ministry of Health, from May 24th 2009 to July 11th 2009.
Fig. 3 Severe Acute Respiratory Illness (SARI) and SARI mortality rate from epidemiological week 21 to 26 for 2007, 2008 and 2009 at the Hospital Italiano’s HMO. Error bars represent the 98% confidence interval.

Fig. 4 Case fatality rates for Severe Acute Respiratory Illness (SARI) by age strata (under and over 65 years old) from epidemiological week 21 to 26 for 2007, 2008 and 2009 at the Hospital Italiano’s HMO. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.
Fig. 5 Georeferency of ILI patients from May 24th to June 6th and the first ten confirmed H1N1 cases from the Hospital Italiano’s HMO.
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